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What is the Elden Ring? An action RPG that depicts the story of a group of strong heroes in the Lands
Between. Set in a fantasy world where the ruins of a great civilization lie preserved, the adventure
game is set on a world of beauty surrounded by sadness and serenity. After the extinction of man,
the gods revealed their terrible power in order to cause fear. The living beings that had once existed
on the land gradually began to become extinct, and the planet was completely abandoned. But the
gods spared one little infant, and called him the Elder. He was raised in the ruins of an enormous
castle, and was able to observe the history of the world with the power of the gods. The Elder
decided to protect the child who had grown up, and to lead the living beings to survive. • Forming an
Alliance with other living beings By using the power of the Elder, you are able to create an alliance
with the other living beings on the land in order to ensure that you survive. In addition, you are able
to obtain new life skills and skills for strengthening the alliance. • A world full of fantastic battles
During gameplay, there are many breathtaking scenes created by the vast world of the Lands
Between. Along with the diverse scenery, the action game features a wide variety of battles
including battles against powerful monsters, wars against large scales, and huge arena battles. All
the battles are varied and robust, and the battles become more exciting as you go on. • Get to know
a rich world as you travel In the action RPG, you will not only need to face monsters and brave the
battles, but also enjoy a rich world where you can travel by using your mount. In addition, when you
interact with NPC characters, you can purchase items or receive information and get to know the
world as you go. • Battle with friends or destroy the dungeons in coop The action RPG allows you to
form an alliance with other living beings by going on a journey together. And in coop, you can use
the power of friends to defeat the monsters or take down the dungeon, but only on your land. ■
World Game Mode ■ Alliance Game Mode ■ Rank Matching Game Mode ■ Alliance Ranking Game
Mode ■ Hero League ■ Dungeon ■ Adventure Game Mode ■ World Link ■ Player vs. Player ■ Skills
■ Token ———————— ■ Tactical Action Mode Game Menu The
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Elden Ring Features Key:
BASIC FANTASY ACTION RPG Travel from the Overworld to the Netherworld via the lesser and great
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planes, battling monster hordes as you go. With its unique party member system, two-pronged
World Map Attack, and special attacks, Tarnished Online is a party game that allows for both real and
fun battles.
Multiple Playable Characters In Tarnished Online, you can enjoy the adventures of your preferred
character and customize yourself. Tackle the game via the Advanced Battle System, where you can
combine weapons, armor, and magic, or the Action Battle System, where you can use special attacks
and new skills to defeat your enemies.
A Varied Array of Weapons Boltcracker, Hammer, Hamstring, Pickaxe, Surge Lash, Teleport Weapon
and other weapon types. You’ll also encounter specialized titles such as Heavy Archers, Fists of the
Gods, and Arrows from the Sky.
Wield Numerous Special Attacks Flash, Critical Attack, Infinity, Guard Break, and other special
moves. (Except for the Ether Attack special move and Epic secret attack, everything can be learned
after you reach a high skill level.)

Key game features:

KEY FEATURES Action with a new twist! The new fantasy action RPG, Tarnished Online, can be
enjoyed and played in game or downloaded and played anytime, anywhere. Since the game can
both be played online and not, two characters can explore the world at the same time.
Guaranteed to bring you fun!

New control method!
Online plays both solo and with others. A new adventure awaits you.
Enjoy a vast world with action.
Easy to play and understand with no complicated controls.

BASIC FANTASY ACTION RPG
Explore the land and battle monsters!
Experience the thrilling combat where you use all your skills.
Explore a vast world through the MMORPG Game.
Ultra-smooth CG scenes ~~
Simple controls, easy to understand operation ~~
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